Abstract. Generalized Polya urn models can describe the dynamics of finite populations of interacting genotypes. Three basic questions these models can address are: Under what conditions does a population exhibit growth? On the event of growth, at what rate does the population increase? What is the long term behavior of the distribution of genotypes? To address these questions, we associate a mean limit ordinary differential equation (ODE) with the urn model. Previously, it has been shown that on the event of population growth, the limiting distribution of genotypes is a connected internally chain recurrent set for the mean limit ODE. To determine when growth and convergence occurs with positive probability, we prove two results. First, if the mean limit ODE has an "attainable" attractor at which growth is expected, then growth and convergence toward this attractor occurs with positive probability. Second, the population distribution almost surely does not converge to sets where growth is not expected, and almost surely does not converge to "non-degenerate" unstable equilibria or periodic orbits of the mean limit ODE. Applications to stochastic analogs of the replicator equations and fertility-selection equations of population genetics are given.
Introduction
The founder-effect in population genetics refers to the establishment of a new population consisting of a few founders that is isolated from the original population. A founder-effect can occur when a small number of individuals colonize a place previously uninhabited by their species. In this case, the founding population is geographically isolated from the original population. A founder-effect due to temporal isolation can occur when a population passes through a bottle neck after which only a few individuals survive. Several fundamental questions surrounding the founder-effect include: What is the probability that a founding population successfully establishes itself? If a founding population establishes itself, what is the population's growth rate and what is the long-term genotypic or phenotypic composition the population? How does the initial genotypic composition and initial population size influence the likelihoods of the various outcomes?
To address these questions, we consider a general class of Polya urn models introduced in [12] . Traditionally, Polya urn models are described as involving an urn which contains a finite number of balls of different colors. At discrete moments in time, balls are added or removed from the urn according to probabilities that only depend on their distribution and number at that point in time. The pertinence of these models to evolutionary questions is self-evident if we view the balls as individuals whose color represents their genotype or phenotype, adding or removing balls as replication or death of individuals, and updates of the urn as interactions between individuals. When balls are added at a constant rate (i.e. a fixed number of individuals are added at every update of the process), Polya urn models have been studied extensively by [1, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11] amongst others. What makes the models introduced in [12] more relevant to population processes is that they permit the removal of balls, as well as the addition of balls at non-constant rates. Consequently, extinction of the entire population or one or more subpopulations is possible in finite time.
The article is structured as follows. In section 2, we introduce the class of generalized urn models. As examples, replicator processes and fertility-selection processes with and without mutations are introduced. These urn models typically predict that either the populations go extinct or grow, and that demographic stochasticity is most pronounced when the population is small. Once the population starts to get large, it tends to grow in an essentially deterministic fashion. For this reason, on the event of non-extinction, the dynamics of the distribution of types in the population (i.e. the distribution of the color of balls in the urn) are strongly correlated to the asymptotic behavior of an appropriately chosen ordinary differential equation (ODE), commonly called the mean limit ODE. In section 3, we describe the mean limit ODE, and recall a theorem [12] that on the event of growth relates the asymptotic behaviors of the stochastic process to its mean limit ODE. Using this result, we derive a time averaging principle and a competitive exclusion principle for replicator processes. We also show that additive fertility-selection processes almost surely converge on the event of non-extinction to a fixed point of the mean limit ODE. These results, however, provide no insight into when population growth occurs with positive probability and which limiting behaviors occur with positive probability. In [12, Thm. 2.6], it was shown that if the population grows with probability 1 (i.e. more balls are being added than removed at each update), then the population distribution converges with positive probability to "attainable" attractors for the mean limit ODE. However, for most evolutionary and ecological processes extinction occurs with positive probability and, consequently, the almost surely growth assumption is not meet. In section 4, we remedy this issue and prove that if there is an "attainable" attractor for the mean limit ODE at which growth is expected (i.e. on average more balls are added than removed), then there is a positive (typically less than 1) probability that the population grows and the population distribution converges to the attractor. In addition, we provide an estimate for this probability and for the rate of growth. In section 5, we prove non-convergence to invariant subsets of the mean limit ODE where growth is not expected, and non-convergence to "non-degenerate" unstable equilibria and periodic orbits of the mean limit ODE. In section 6, we combine our results to give necessary and sufficient conditions for growth with positive probability for processes with gradient-like mean limit ODEs, and apply these conditions to additive fertility processes with mutation.
Generalized Urn Models
In this section, we introduce a class of generalized urn models. This class generalizes the urn models introduced in [12] . Three examples or evolutionary processes described by these generalized urn models are given in the subsections below. One of these processes, replicator processes, was described previously in [12] and stochastic versions of the replicator equations [9] . The other two processes, fertility-selection processes with and without mutation, are stochastic versions of the fertility-selection equations with and without mutation [9] .
Due to the fact that we are dealing finite populations consisting of individuals that are one of k types, we consider Markov chains on the positive cone
We shall always write · for the Euclidean norm on R k . Let z n = (z 1 n , . . . , z k n ) be a homogeneous Markov chain with state space Z k + . In our context, z i n corresponds to the number of balls of color i at the n-th update. Associated with z n is the random process x n defined by
which is the distribution of balls at the n-th update. Note that when there are no balls at the n-th update, we set x n to zero which we view as the "null" distribution.
denote the transition kernel of the Markov chain z n . In other words, Π(z, z ) = P [z n+1 = z |z n = z]. We place the following assumptions on the Markov chains z n of interest:
(A1) At each update, there is a maximal number of balls that can be added or removed. In other words, there exists a positive integer m such that |z n+1 − z n | ≤ m for all n. (A2) There exist Lipschitz maps
and a real number a > 0 such that
Since we view updates of the Markov chain to correspond to the effect of interactions between individuals, assumption (A1) implies that each interaction results in the addition or removal of no more than a maximum number of individuals. Assumption (A2) assures that there is a well defined mean limit ODE for the urn models.
2.1. Replicator Processes. Consider a system consisting of a finite population of individuals playing k different strategies. At each update of the population, pairs of individuals are chosen randomly with replacement from the population. The chosen individuals replicate and die according to probabilities that only depend on their strategies. More precisely, let m be a non-negative integer that represents the maximum number of progeny that any individual can produce in one update. Let {R n } n≥0 and {R n } n≥0 be sequences of independent identically distributed random k × k matrices whose entries take values in the set {−1, 0, 1, . . . , m}. Let R ij n and R ij n denote the ij-th entry of R n andR n , respectively. Let {r n } n≥0 be a sequence of independent identically distributed random k × 1 matrices whose entries take values in the set {−1, 0, 1, . . . , m}. We define a replicator process according to the following rules:
(1) Two individuals are chosen at random with replacement from the the population. Make note of the individuals chosen and return them to the population. 
. . , 0) with w i = 0, w j = 0, and i = j, p w (x) = 0 whenever w has three or more non-zero coordinates, and
2.2. Fertility Selection Processes. Consider a population of diploid individuals that has k distinct alleles A 1 , . . . , A k that occupy a single locus. Assume that the population is monoecious (i.e. there is only one "sex") and that each individual chooses its mate randomly from the population. We assume that individuals die immediately after mating. Although there is no distinction between individuals of genotype A i A j and A j A i , we develop an urn model of the form z n = (z of each added individual is independently determined by random mating probabilities (i.e. u equals i or j with equal probability and v equals r or s with equal probability).
Hence, if i = j, then 2x ij = 2x ji equals the proportion of the population with
ii is the proportion of the population with genotype
To see that this process satisfies assumption (A2), let w and z be in
is given by a linear combination of the terms x ij x rs . On the other hand, Π(z, z + w) is given by the corresponding linear combination of the terms x ij x rs |z|/(|z| − 2) when {i, j} = {r, s} and x ij (x rs |z| − 2)/(|z| − 2). From these observations it follows that (A2) is satisfied.
Fertility Selection Process with Mutations.
To account for mutations in the fertility selection process, let µ(ij, rs) ≥ 0 for 1 ≤ i, j, r, s ≤ k be such that
The quantity µ(ij, rs) represents the probability that the genotype A i A j mutates to the genotype A r A s . The fertility process with mutation is given by the first three rules of the fertility process without mutation and replacing the fourth rule with: Add G n (ij, rs) individuals to the population. For each added individual, its genotype is determined by two steps. First, determine a genotype A u A v according to random mating probabilities. The probability that the added individual has genotype AũAṽ is given by µ(uv,ũṽ). For reasons similar to the fertility selection process without mutation, this process also satisfies assumptions (A1) and (A2).
Mean Limit ODEs
To understand the limiting behavior of the x n , we express x n as a stochastic algorithm using the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let z n be a Markov chain on Z k + satisfying assumptions (A1) and (A2) with mean limit transition probabilities
There exists sequences of random variables {U n } and {b n } adapted to F n , and a real number
Proof. The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [12] . Consequently, we only provide an outline of the proof. Define
From these definitions, it follows that (i) and (ii) hold. For the remainder of the proof, let z = z n and x = x n . To prove (iii), notice that if z n+1 = 0, then it can be shown that
as no more than m balls are being added or removed at any update. Alternatively if z n+1 = 0, then it must be that |z n | ≤ m since no more than m balls can be removed at a single update. In which case, x n+1 = 0 and (
If |z| > m, equation (3) can be used to show
Applying assumptions (A1) and (A2) implies that there is
. Choosing K sufficiently larger than K 1 completes the proof of (iv).
The recurrence relationship (1) can be viewed as a "noisy" Cauchy-Euler approximation scheme with step size 1/|z n | for solving the ordinary differential equation
which we call the mean limit ODE. When the number of individuals in the population grow without bound, the step size decreases to zero and it seems reasonable that there is a strong relationship between the limiting behavior of the mean limit ODE and the distribution of balls x n . To make the relationship between the stochastic process x n and the mean limit ODE more transparent, it is useful to define a continuous time version of x n where time is scaled in an appropriate manner. Since the number of events (updates) that occur in a given time interval is likely to be proportional to the size of the population, we define the time τ n that has elapsed by update n as
The continuous time version of x n is given by
To relate the limiting behavior of the flow φ t (x) of (4) to the limiting behavior of X t , Schreiber [12] proved the next theorem using techniques of Benaïm [2, 4] . Recall, a set C is called invariant for the flow φ t provided that φ t (C) = C for all t ∈ R. A compact invariant set C is internally chain recurrent provided that for every x ∈ C, T > 0 and > 0, there exist points x 1 , x 2 . . . , x s in C and times
Theorem 1 (Schreiber 2001). Let z n be a Markov process satisfying (A1) and (A2) with mean limit ODE (4). Then on the event {lim inf n→∞
(1) the interpolated process X t is almost surely an asymptotic pseudotrajectory for the flow φ t of the mean limit ODE. In other words, X t almost surely satisfies lim
is almost surely an internally chain recurrent set for the mean limit ODE.
The first assertion of the theorem roughly states that X t tracks the flow of the mean limit ODE with increasing accuracy far into the future. The second assertion of the theorem states that the only candidates for limit sets of the process x n corresponding to the distribution of balls are connected compact internally chain recurrent sets for the mean limit flow.
To give a sense of the utility of this result, we derive some corollaries for the replicator processes and the fertility selection process in the next two subsections.
3.1. Implications for Replicator Processes. Let {R n } n≥0 and {R n } n≥0 be sequences of independent identically distributed random k × k matrices whose entries take values in the set {−1, 0, 1, . . . , m}. Let {r n } n≥0 be a sequence of independent identically distributed random k × 1 matrices whose entries take values in the set {−1, 0, 1, . . . , m}. Let z n ∈ Z k + be the replicator process associated with these random matrices. Define the mean payoff matrix by A = E[R 0 +R 0 ]. The limiting mean ODE associated with this process is given by a replicator equation [9] (6)
where x.A denotes multiplying the left hand side of A by the transpose of x and diag(x) is a diagonal k × k matrix with diagonal entries x i . The dynamics of (6) are well-studied and have two remarkable properties whose proofs can be found in [9] .
Theorem 2 (Exclusion principle).
If the replicator equation (6) has no equilibrium in intS k , then every orbit of (6) converges to ∂S k .
Theorem 3 (Time averaging principle). If the replicator equation (6) has a unique equilibrium p in intS k and if x(t) is a solution of (6) such that L(x(t))
It turns out that Theorem 1 provides us the tool in which to transfer these theorems to replicator processes. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 implies there exists a vector c ∈ R k such that the function V (x) = c i log x i is strictly increasing along the forward orbits of the mean limit replicator equation that lie in intS k . Consequently every compact connected internally chain recurrent set intersects ∂S k . Applying Theorem 1 completes the proof.
Theorem 5. Let z n be a replicator process on Z k + with mean payoff matrix A. Let X t be continuous-time process associated with z n that is defined by (5) . Assume that (6) has a unique rest point p in intS k . Then
Proof. Consider a trajectory X t from the event {lim inf n→∞
Theorem 1 implies that X t is almost surely an asymptotic pseudotrajectory for the flow φ t of the mean limit replicator equation. Theorem 1 implies that L(X t ) is a compact internally chain recurrent set for the flow φ t of (6). Theorem 3 implies that
for all x ∈ L(X t ), and this convergence is uniform. Therefore given > 0, we can choose T > 0 and a compact neighborhood U of L(X t ) such that
whenever x ∈ U . Since X t is an asymptotic pseudotrajectory, there exists an l ≥ 1 such that sup
for all t ≥ lT . For any i ∈ Z + , define
denote the integer part of t. For any t > (N + 1)T , we get
Taking the limit as t → ∞ we get that lim sup
Taking the limit as → 0 completes the proof of the theorem.
3.2. Implications for Additive Fertility-Selection Processes. Let z n ∈ Z k×k + be a fertility-selection process defined by the sequence of random variables G n (ij, rs)
. Define x n = z n /|z n | whenever z n = 0 and x n = 0 otherwise. The mean limit ODE for this selection-fertility process is given by the fertility selection equations (see, e.g., Hofbauer and Sigmund [9] ) (7) dx progeny. Under this additional assumption, equation (7) simplifies to
x ij is the frequency of the allele A i in the population,
is the average fertility of allele i in the population, and
is the average fertility of the population.
Theorem 6. If z n is an additive fertility-selection process and the mean-limit ODE (8) has only a finite number of equilibria, then on the event {lim inf n→∞
|z n | n > 0}, x n almost surely converges to an equilibrium of (8) .
The proof of this theorem follows from the work of Hofbauer and Sigmund [9] that we include here for the reader's convenience.
Proof. Define the Hardy-Weinberg manifold by
Since for any solution x(t) to ( 8)
t) converges exponentially to zero. Hence, all compact connected internally chain recurrent sets lie in the Hardy-Weinberg manifold. On the HardyWeinberg manifold, the dynamics of (8) are determined by the Hardy-Weinberg relations x ij = x i x j and the differential equation
This differential equation is the continuous-time selection equations with selection parameters γ ij and, consequently, the mean fertilityγ is a strict Lyapunov function for (9) (see, e.g., [9] ). Hence, all compact connected internally chain recurrent sets correspond to compact connected sets of equilibria. Since we have assumed that there are only a finite number of equilibria, the only compact connected internally chain recurrent sets are individual equilibria. Applying Theorem 1 completes the proof of this theorem.
Growth and Convergence with Positive Probability
Theorem 1 helps to determine the limiting behavior of the genotypic composition of a population on the event of growth. However, it does not indicate which limiting behaviors occur with positive probability and sheds no insight into conditions that ensure that the population grows with positive probability. The goal of this section is to show that when the mean limit ODE admits an attractor at which growth is expected, the population grows with positive probability and its genotypic composition converges to the attractor with positive probability. Prior to stating and proving this result, we prove the following proposition that estimates the rate of growth on the event of convergence to a set where growth is expected.
Proposition 1. Let z n be a generalized urn process satisfying (A1) and (A2). Let
We will show that lim inf n→∞ |z n |/n ≥ λ − on the event E for every > 0. Let > 0 be given. The definition of λ, compactness of K, continuity of p w , and assumption (A2) imply that there exist an integer I and compact neighborhood U of K such that E[|z n+1 | − |z n ||z n = z] ≥ λ − whenever |z| ≥ I and z/|z| ∈ U . For each natural number j, define the event E j = {|z n | ≥ I, z n /|z n | ∈ U for n ≥ j}. Notice that E ⊂ ∪ ∞ j=1 E j . Define a sequence of random variables by N 0 = 0 and
M n is a martingale that satisfies
as |N i | ≤ 2m. Therefore by Doob's convergence theorem {M n } n≥1 converges almost surely. By Kronecker's lemma (10) 
Let φ t (x) denote the flow of the mean limit ODE in (4). A compact invariant set A ⊂ S k is called an attractor provided that there is an open neighborhood
The basin of attraction B(A) of A is the set of points x ∈ S k satisfying inf y∈A φ t x− y → 0 as t → ∞.
Define the set of attainable points, Att ∞ (X), as the set of points x ∈ S k such that, for all M ∈ N and every open neighborhood U of x P [|z n | ≥ M and x n ∈ U for some n] > 0. 
Theorem 7. Let z n be a generalized urn process satisfying (A1) and (A2). Let A be an attractor for mean limit ODE with basin of attraction B(A). Assume that
λ = infC = {lim inf n→∞ |z n | n ≥ λ} ∩ {L({x n } n≥0 ) ⊆ A}.
If U is an open set whose closure is contained in B(A), then there exists a constant
In particular, if
Remark. Thm. 7 simultaneously provides a condition that ensures that the population grows with positive probability and that the distribution of the population converges to an "attainable" attractor. Consequently, this result significantly improves [12, Thm 2.6] that proved convergence with positive probability to "attainable" attractor under the strong assumption of population growth with probability one. 
Proof. Assumption inf
To avoid double subscripts, we let z(r) denote z r , τ (r) denote τ r , etc. Define r 0 = ρ and
|z 0 |+mn for all n where m is the integer in assumption (A1), lim n→∞ τ n = ∞ and r n < +∞ for all n. Define A = e T 0 m , B = 3A, and the following events for all k ≥ 1
We will show that there exists a constant
The proof of this estimate relies on three lemmas. The first consists in observing that the population size |z r | remains bounded on time intervals of order T 0 , namely between
The second one makes use of this claim to underestimate probability of being inside V on [r k+1 , r k+2 ] if x(r k ) ∈ U ∪ V . The third lemma estimates the probability that the population grows sufficiently.
Lemma 2.
For enough large |z(r k )|:
The proof of claim 1 and the fact that T 0 ≥ 1 imply that
. Claim 3 follows for sufficiently large |z(r k )|.
Lemma 3. There exists a C > 0 depending only on p w , T 0 , δ, a 1 and m such that
). Let L be the Lipschitz constant for g and g 0 = sup g(x) . Using Gronwall's inequality, we prove the following estimate: (11) sup
where
To prove (11), let X(t) = X t denote the continuous time version of x n defined in (5) and c(t) = sup{n ∈ Z + : t ≥ τ (n)}. Notice that for any h ≥ 0 and t ≥ 0 (t) ) ds, the previous equalities imply that
Choosing t = τ (r k ) and applying Gronwall's inequality to the previous inequality over the interval 0 ≤ h ≤ τ (r k+2 ) − τ (r k ) gives the desired estimate.
. This observation plus the fact that there exists
where we have used the fact that
. Since
These three lemmas imply that there exists F > 0 depending only on p w , T 0 , δ, a 1 and m such that
for all k ≥ 0 and M > 0 sufficiently large. Indeed, due to the fact that for
where the first inequality follows from the inclusions
, and the second equality follows from Lemmas 3 and 4 with F = C + D. These inequalities remain true for k = 0 since E 1 (1) always holds. It follows that
. 
Non-Convergence
In this section, we show that there are two types of invariant sets of the mean limit ODE toward which the generalized urn process does not converge. The first type corresponds to a compact set where growth of the process is not expected, and the second type corresponds to a "non-degenerate" equilibrium or periodic orbit. 
Proof. Equation (13) implies that we can choose a neighborhood U of K, N ∈ N, and > 0 such that
Given any l ∈ N such that x l ∈ U and |z l | ≥ N , define the stopping time
For any n ≥ l, we get
Taking the limit as n → ∞, we get that
If A is a subset of R k , then we let Span(A) ⊂ R k denote the vector space spanned by the points in A. Given a compact subset U ⊂ int(S k ) we say that the process {z n } is nondegenerate at U if for all x ∈ U,
Recall, a periodic orbit or an equilibrium of an ODE is linearly unstable provided that one of its characteristic exponents is greater than zero. 
is contained in the event
where Q * + denotes the positive rationales and
In order to prove Theorem 8 it then suffices to prove that for N large enough and λ ∈ Q * + P [E N,λ ] = 0. Let F n denote the sigma field generated by z 0 , . . . , z n , and
whose covariance matrix is nondegenerate (i.e has rank k − 1). Define the sequence {x n } n≥N as follows:
The processes {x n } and {x n } coincide on the event E N,λ . On the other hand,
in view of the following theorem whose proof is an easy adaptation of [13, Theorem 2].
Theorem 9. Let {F n } n∈Z + denote a nondecreasing sequence of sub-σ-algebras of F, and (x n ) a sequence of adapted random variables given by
where F is a C 1+β vector field, with 1/2 < β ≤ 1, {Ũ n }, {b n } and {β n } are adapted random variables.
We
(ii) There exist a, b > 0 and a deterministic sequence {γ n } of nonnegative numbers having infinitely positive terms, such that ∀n
Let A n = {x n ∈ N (U ) and |z n | ≥ nλ}. Using notation of Lemma 1 set
Then, by Lemma 1, the process {x n } defined by (15) verifies recursion (16) and assertions (i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) of Theorem 9 are satisfied.
It remains to verify assertion (v). Let B(1) = {v ∈ S k : ||v|| = 1}. Let G 1 :
where Q x denote the projection operator Q x : Span{x} ⊕ T S k → T S k . Then it is not hard to verify that 
Non-degenerate Processes with Gradient-Like Mean Limit ODEs
Using the results from the previous two sections, we can prove the following result. As an application of this result, we consider an additive fertility selection processes z n with mutation where g(ij, rs) = E[G n (ij, rs)] is the the expected number of progeny produced by a mating between genotypes A i A j and A r A s , and µ(ij, rs) is the probability genotype A i A j mutates to genotype A r A s . Proof. Since the mean limit ODE corresponding to the fertility selection process without mutation is gradient-like and has only hyperbolic equilibria, the chainrecurrent set for this mean limit ODE equals the set of equilibria. Consequently, the mean limit ODE corresponding to the fertility selection process with sufficiently small mutation rates also has a chain-recurrent set consisting only hyperbolic equilibria. Due to the fact that all mutation rates are positive, this process is non-degenerate on the entire simplex. Since P [G 1 (ij, rs) ≥ 3] > 0 for all 1 ≤ i, j, r, s ≤ k, Att ∞ (X) is the entire simplex. Applying Theorem 10 completes the proof. 
